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Australia. He’s published a play, Compass, along with 
a novella,  and he’s also written hundreds of  travel 
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sound of  words, often combining foreign words or 
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Preface 

	 “They are mere words which can mean 
everything or they can mean nothing, such is 

their power. The spoken word, mightier.  
The whispered word, lighter. Keep your words 

precious beside you, they will win  
both wars and gold someday.” 

⎯ Jade Jackson 
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Discovering poetry was akin to becoming fluent in a 
new language, overnight. Now I write poetry, as I 
breathe or blink. It’s not something I do, it is me. 

What started as awkward expressions, scribbled in 
pencil, influenced by rock stars and beat poets; 
brought purpose to my life. Besides capturing 
thoughts, reading aloud a beautiful poem that I’ve 
created brings immense joy and helps to keep me 
sane. 

In 2013, I lost most of  my written works in a house 
fire. However, my younger self  hand wrote my 
favourite poems into several notebooks and gifted 
them to my closest friends.  

The owner of  one notebook, Emma, posted her 
copy back to me a few months after the fire, which 
I’m forever grateful for. Without which, this book 
would not have happened.  

Re-reading those precious poems reignited the 
spark and reminded me I had written nothing 
substantial in several years.  
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When I wrote my play, Compass, I was alcohol free 
for nine months which resulted in exceptional 
clarity and productivity. So I trialled going alcohol 
free once more to find that same zest and 
dedication. Within two weeks, I was writing again 
and I have not stopped.  

It was from poetry that my writing grew to include 
songs, plays, novels, articles and podcasts. 

This collection of  poetry, Drunk Love, Sober Death, 
comprises two books.  

Book one features poems written before I removed 
alcohol from my life. It’s a journey which represents 
how alcohol affects the writing process.  

Book two is everything that came from living a life, 
alcohol free; like a fog had lifted, this clarity allowed 
words to flow, and from this came evocative and 
powerful poems.  

In 2019, I lost several friends and relatives and it 
was through grief; I learned a lot about life. Some 



of  those lessons feature in a novel I’m working on, 
but in those endless dark days of  grief, poetry was 
my saviour. 

From drunken ramblings, to empty nights filled 
with broken emotions; for the first time, I present 
Drunk Love Sober Death.  

Read these poems aloud or listen to the audio 
version, to immerse yourself  and experience them 
as I intended. Enjoy. 

   — Jade Jackson 
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Scouring the city’s roots 

Scouring the city’s roots 
dodging eight veins of  lice I challenge the mood 
of  hormonal fluid. 

A quiet mosaic 
heightens the mystique 
of  hookers  
 floating on pants. 

Ingest this drug,  
 this I do. 
A car beep,  
 heat,  
  heartbeat. 
Prepare thyself  to induce the big sleep. 

Grease food invokes sour moods and a quad box of  
chicks inherit mindless feats. 
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I went out walking 

I went out walking amongst the trees today, 
I spoke to no one but me. 

Then I found a special place, 
of  rainforest mist and a web of  lace. SAMPLE ONLY



The Church walls bend 

The church walls bend with harmonious vibes, 
luring men to a haven inside, 
with angels, sirens. 

A hall of  guilt,  
 a plaque of  pain… 
   of  sorrow. 

Where all is forgiven 
until what comes tomorrow? 

A heavenly voice poisons the air, 
so I keep walking than hide in there. 
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W/my nurturing silk 

W/my nurturing silk, 
I drink to sleep. 
Warm 
by a fire. 
A flittering moth 
I try to grasp. 
My stupefied state 
a ruthless beast, 
too strong, mortifies. 
Alone 
with my bourbon and milk. 
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A smoking jazz singer 

There was a smoking jazz singer 
I encountered the last evening. 

Fair, a waif,  
she moved me by just breathing. 

Resembling a bird, 
 the way she spasmodically moved her head 
 in time to the beats 
 generated by her fellow band members. 

I’d like to kiss her thought I 
because, 
 I, 
  eh, 
   ah. 
I love her, 
she is the rain. 
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We are all monsters 

We are all monsters 
hiding in our caves of  skin. 

You spoke too soon — 
Shallow. 

I watched you bleed 
and heard you cry. 

Together we sang 
and all seemed fine. 

An artist was painting 
a Spanish child (in clay) 
and a pianist distracts the workers 
with chants. 
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Still here I am 

Intro: Alas, NYC is still but a dream. Instead stifled am I   
in a deep dark valley surrounded by liars and fakes. I 
thought I knew what was real; I thought I knew the deal. 
Instead I got tricked, played the fool, suffered in silence, been 
nothing but a mule.  

Strong currents whip past cliffs,  
scurrying up all in its way except me. 
Cool winds blow over junky rocks, 
whipping cocaine sand hard. 

Clearing the way, 
but still I stand. 
Nothing remains still here I am. 

The hard clash of  fate tries to drag me, push me, 
end this. 
Instead, I grab paper & pen & write. 
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A heart filled with pain. 
A creative blade cuts my insides, 
but this only fills up pages. 

This search resumes, a new town need I  
with cute real girls, 
no lies, no fake tease. 

The temp it drops, 
warm glow, too low, 
large birds swoop loud. 
Menacing and close. 

Bumps on my skin, 
salt on my chin, 
doors now closed, 
it’s time to go. 
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We know nothing 

We say we hear the wind, 
kissing, smothering, howling, 
but it’s not. 

It’s paper rustling in a breeze, 
leaves gossiping in dim-lit alleys. 
It’s tree-trunks moaning,  
and sheets of  metal shivering throughout the night. 

Every tree branch throw’s its arms 
 recklessly towards blue cloudless skies. 
No one question’s its motives 
fewer mock its design. 

We think we know everything, 
that we’re right. 

Yet it’s clear  
we’re mocked behind closed doors. 
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We know nothing, 
and all we know 
is wrong. 



Thank you for downloading and reading this sample 
of  Drunk Love Sober Death by Jade Jackson.  

You can purchase the full book as a softcover or 
eBook from the following retailers: 

Softcover printed book: 

Book Depository (worldwide) 
Barnes and Noble (US/AU/NZ) 
Fishpond (AU/NZ) 
Amazon (AU/UK/EU/US) 
Bokus (EU) 

eBook: 
Author website 
Apple Books 
Amazon Kindle 
Barnes and Noble 
Google Books 
Kobo 
Nook 
Booktopia 

https://www.bookdepository.com/Drunk-Love-Sober-Death-Jade-Jackson/9780648813217?ref=grid-view&qid=1599009173625&sr=1-1
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/drunk-love-sober-death-jade-jackson/1137043594?ean=9780648813217
https://www.fishpond.com.au/Books/Drunk-Love-Sober-Death-Jade-Jackson/9780648813217
https://www.amazon.com.au/Drunk-Love-Sober-Death-Jackson/dp/0648813215
https://www.bokus.com/bok/9780648813217/drunk-love-sober-death/
https://jadejackson.com.au/product/drunk_love_sober_death_poetry/
https://books.apple.com/au/book/drunk-love-sober-death/id1513254644?itsct=books_toolbox&itscg=30200&at=1010ludZ&ct=SampleBook
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Drunk-Love-Sober-Death-Jackson/dp/0648813215
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/drunk-love-sober-death-jade-jackson/1137043594?ean=9780648813217
https://www.google.com.au/books/edition/Drunk_Love_Sober_Death/T1HrDwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&dq=drunk+love+sober+death&printsec=frontcover
https://www.kobo.com/au/en/ebook/drunk-love-sober-death
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/drunk-love-sober-death-jade-jackson/1137043594?ean=9780648813200
https://www.booktopia.com.au/drunk-love-sober-death-jade-jackson/ebook/9780648813200.html


Or you can ask your local bookshop or library to 
order a copy using: 
ISBN: 978-0-6488132-1-7 (print edition) 
ISBN: 978-0-6488132-0-0 (ePub edition) 
ISBN: 978-0-6488132-3-1 (Audiobook edition - 
Released late 2020). 

For more books by Jade Jackson, visit:  

https://jadejackson.com.au/books 
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